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COVID Vaccine Injuries Quietly Being Compensated
Around The World
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Programs in countries around the world have begun quietly compensating people who
have been injured by or died as a result of the COVID-19 vaccines.

A person draws out Moderna vaccine during a drive through COVID-19 vaccine
clinic at St. Lawrence College in Kingston, Ontario, on Jan. 2, 2022. (The
Canadian Press/Lars Hagberg)

Humans are biologically diverse, with respect to both genetic makeup and past
environmental exposures. Because of this, explained neurologist Dr. Robert Lowry,
people can react very differently to the same medication or vaccination. Whenever a
new drug or biologic hits the market, some people will have bad reactions and others
may even suffer serious adverse events as a result.

Even under the best testing conditions, rare reactions will be missed. This is especially
true for any product which is fast-tracked or authorized for emergency use before all the
phases of necessary testing are complete.

COVID-19 vaccines are no exception. Despite the fact that we are constantly and
consistently assured that COVID-19 vaccines are safe, and that severe adverse
reactions are “very rare,” the FDA and the CDC with its Advisory Committee on
Immunization Practices, as well as the scientists and executives at each of the
participating drug companies, know that some people will become permanently
disabled or even die as a result of vaccination.

In fact, in 2011 the Supreme Court of the United States (pdf) reiterated the idea that
vaccines, like other pharmaceutical products, are “unavoidably unsafe.”

In many countries around the world, consumers who are injured as a result of vaccines
are covered by government compensation programs. In the United States there are two
government-funded programs that are designed to compensate consumers for injuries,
at the same time shielding vaccine manufacturers from liability for any serious injuries
their products cause: The National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program (VICP) and the
Countermeasures Injury Compensation Program (CICP).

Not a Single Claim Compensated in United States
As of July 1, 2022, not a single claim has been compensated by the CICP. However, 31
COVID-19 countermeasure claims have been denied, “because the standard of proof for
causation was not met and/or a covered injury was not sustained,” according to the
CICP website. “One COVID-19 countermeasure claim, a COVID-19 vaccine claim due to
an anaphylactic reaction, has been determined eligible for compensation and is pending
a review of eligible expenses.”

At the same time, countries around the world are quietly compensating families whose
loved ones have been injured or have died as a result of COVID-19 vaccines.

Japan Pays Bereaved Family of 91-Year-Old
The Japan Times reported this week that a 91-year-old woman who died after suffering
an allergic response and sudden heart attack is the first person in Japan to be
compensated for a COVID vaccine injury.

A ministry of health panel ruled that a causal relationship “could not be denied” in her
case. Her family will receive a lump sum worth approximately $325,000.

The panel reviewed another 11 cases ranging in age from 20s to 90s but did not reach
any other ruling.

So far in Japan, according to the article, 3,680 people have applied for compensation,
820 have been approved and 62 denied, with decisions on another 16 being
“postponed.”

Taiwan Compensates 10 Claimants
On June 24, 2022, Taiwan’s National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program held a
meeting to review 65 cases, according to the Taipei Times. The Taiwanese program
awarded compensation to 10 claimants. These awards included a lump sum worth
$116,877 to the family of someone who died after receiving the AstraZeneca vaccine.

This patient was hospitalized 10 days after receiving the vaccine due to a headache and
vomiting. Testing revealed thrombocytopenia, a sometimes-lethal blood disorder that is
characterized by low platelets.

However, the patient was discharged the next day, only to return that evening after
losing consciousness. The patient died of intracerebral hemorrhage, a common cause
of stroke.

When the vaccination program first rolled out in the United States, in December of 2020,
an otherwise healthy obstetrician-gynecologist, Dr. Gregory Michael, 56, of Miami
Beach, Florida, also died of thrombocytopenia.

Although his death occurred approximately two weeks after he got Pfizer’s COVID-19
vaccine, and prompted an article exploring this side effect in the New York Times, the
coroner deemed that there was no medical certainty that the complications from
immune thrombocytopenia was vaccine-induced.

UK Pays Out for Vaccine Injuries
Vicki Spit was the first of a handful of people in the United Kingdom to be awarded
compensation for injuries due to COVID vaccines, according to a June 24, 2022 article
in the British Medical Journal.

Spit’s 48-year-old partner, Zion, became ill eight days after receiving the AstraZeneca
vaccine and died. The victims were awarded the maximum: $150,000. As of May 2022,
1,681 claims for vaccine injury following COVID-19 vaccinations had been filed.

As quoted in the BMJ, Sarah Moore, a spokeswoman for the law firm representing the
victims or their families, pointed out that though the awards will not do much to alleviate
the financial hardships caused by the injuries, they constitute “the clearest statement
yet, by the government, that in some rare instances the COVID-19 vaccines have
caused very significant injury or death.”

Moore believes most of the compensation awards were for vaccine-induced thrombotic
thrombocytopenia (VITT) or cerebral venous sinus thrombosis.

At the same time, Yahoo News has reported that 444 cases of VITT have been recorded
in the United Kingdom from 49 million doses of the vaccine, with 81 deaths.

Canada Received More Than 700 Claims, Approved 8
According to Canada’s Vaccine Injury Support Program (VISP), from June 1, 2021 to
June 1, 2022, 774 claims have been received. Eight of these claims were “approved by
the Medical Review Board,” meaning “these claims represent cases where it has been
determined by the Medical Review Board that there is a probable link between the injury
and the vaccine and that the injury is serious and permanent.”

According to the VISP website, “eligible individuals may receive income replacement
indemnities; injury indemnities; death benefits; coverage for funeral expenses;
reimbursement of eligible costs such as otherwise uncovered medical expenses.”

Post Shot Blood Clots
Thrombocytopenia can lead to blood clots as well as hemorrhaging. Thrombosis is
another word for blood clots. Since it is very unusual for an otherwise healthy younger
person to suffer from blood clots, the connection between the vaccines and this injury
are difficult to refute.

Scandinavian countries have paid more attention to COVID-19 vaccine injuries than
other countries. Norway compensated its first three victims in July of last year, a woman
in her 40s who died, as well as a man and a woman in their 30s who both survived their
vaccine injuries.

All three were healthcare workers who received the AstraZeneca vaccine, which Norway
stopped administering on March 11, 2021, due to reports of serious blood clots, low
platelet counts, and abnormal bleeding.

In fact, Norwegian doctors were among the first to point out the connection between the
vaccine and these injuries.

Denmark, too, has been quickly and quietly processing vaccine injury claims. The
Danish government awarded compensation for their first case of VITT in May of 2021.

At the time, 158 people had filed claims for COVID-19 vaccine injuries. The director of
the patient compensation board, Karen Inger-Bast, said, “Generally, we often see
injuries from vaccination. We also see them from, for example, vaccination against
influenza and children’s diseases. That’s also how it will be with COVID-19, with up to 5
million people being vaccinated.”

No Financial Assistance for Americans Harmed by Vaccines
Yet, while other countries are compensating people who have been injured by COVID-19
vaccines, America has yet to financially assist a single claimant. According to the Health
Resources and Service Administration, as of July 1, 2022, the CICP had yet to award
compensation to anyone for damages due to a COVID-19 vaccine.

Read more here...
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"We killed and/or paralyzed some folks."
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We had to kill the people to save the people.
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You must first take the vaccine to learn what is in it....

takeaction
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Fraud vitiates everything, right?  Americans, lawyer up and class
action these assholes into oblivion.  Now.

TeamDepends
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Why take a chance on experimental ineffective drugs? When
you can take proven effective drugs like Ivermectin.

Unknown
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Posted details here before, but in a nutshell...

According to the CDC:

39,000,000 people did not come back for the second shot.

What happened to turn 39M believers into "anti-vaxers"?
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9/11 + Covid 19 = 1 & 9 in both

 Satanic meaning of 9 and 1
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Here’s hoping we see lots of lawyer tv ads that say, ‘if you’ve
been injured’….

I want the bastards to pay.

MathWins
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Drug companies are gearing up to produce the new
expensive drugs to treat the vacine-injured 

 

systemsplanet
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Take a look in the mirror if you want to know who will "pay"
for these fools' injuries, fellow tax donkey.

bigjim
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Pharmaceutical companies will block the ads.

bIlluminati
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Yup.  Until a case is won in court with Perry Mason at the
helm, it's too easy for Big Harma to blame the virus itself as
the cause of any "injuries".

All by design.

nostops4me
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Aren't you the same cuck who complained about lawyers
making a living earlier today?

CJgipper
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only if you can prove malicious intent. which you will be unable
to.

donkey_shot
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They actually passed a law in Finland using this method! We have
to pass the law to know what's in it. The stupidest thing I've even
heard, but hey! They're only politicians.

finnzero
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By people you mean shareholders? 

AtATrESICI
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Yes. If they were also stupid enough to ignore the truth that was
out there for anyone to see and they still owned these company
stocks; they get every inch of the bull horns also.

Silicone breast implants took down the Dow Corning Company.
We have legal precendent in place as established law.
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They killed my dad.
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Sorry brother they killed 6 of my friends and family members....so
far. 
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People gave me dirty looks when I told them what to do with their jab, I
could also not freely participate in commerce if I did not wear the
ridiculous mask.  Where is my check?
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"

The people around me that have taken many jabs are now regretting
it.  I can't keep my mouth shut.  LOL.  I love that they are scared.  I
told them, and warned them.....they looked at me like "You are a
nut, Doctors would not lie to us".....they are absolute dumb f*&ks.

No DO OVERS....Sorry.
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Same here and it’s all I can do to not say ‘fugg’em’!

Chevrus
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I don't hate people for trusting authorities, I feel sorry for them.

Giant
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There are vax-reactio people by the boat load shown on this
telegram thread:

https://t.me/covidbc/4190

"Worse" than the SADS are the gaping hole in legs where they
cut out clots (I presume).

I find no empathy for those who were vax-pushers, however.
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WTF! Doctors lie all the time when they don't know what wrong
with the patient. They write you a description of some ibuprofen
and hope you go away and don't come back. If you go back
they'll direct you to another doctor, who should be specialist in
the field. If the specialist doesn't know either, then they can lie
that it is a functional and/or mental problem.

So why wouldn't they lie about vaccines also.
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Yep, they call it "practicing" medicine for a reason

BradMd
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Pound of flesh time.
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Amen depends. I spent along time being othered and excluded.
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But not anymore in Canada?  I feel like I can't even go back to
visit unvaxxed and most family would be "nervous" to see me
anyway. 

Smecher
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Can someone provide me with some conspiracy theories, please? All
of my other ones have turned into conspiracy facts.

Lord Baltimore
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"

I have a friend that is an idiot and always calls me a "Conspiracy
theorist".  And I ask him what it is called after these so called
conspiracies become fact, and he can not answer. It is incredible
how stupid this population is.

Take a look at this video.  This is America today.

What 2 countries border the United States?

What is 3X3X3 ?

What state is Utah in?

How many dimes in a dollar?

How many states in the United States?

Did you pass? 

I could not stop watching....this is sick.

takeaction
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Painful to watch.  

Tuco_Salamanca
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Embarrassing!! 

The Worlds Gone Mad
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"

It sucks when even our friends turn out to be idiots. Questions in
that video don’t apply to modern America. They should have
been:

What is a Big Mac?
Who are the Kardashians?
What is an, ‘Emoji’?
Who was St George of Floyd? 

How many wheels are there on a family car?

Is Covid-19 a clothing brand?

What colour is the White House?

 

CapeWrath
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St George of Floyd? Hilarious! Hope you don't mind if I use
that.

What is The Hedge
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‘What color was George Washington’s white horse?’

 ‘Who is buried in Grant’s Tomb?’

Uncle Frank
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Hilarious. Thanks:)

Lightening
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“The Americans are the living refutation of the Cartesian axiom, "I
think, therefore I am": Americans do not think, yet they are.”
― Julius Evola
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There are 46 states. There are also four Commonwealths.

HansSachs
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The only trouble there is that the video is edited to make their
point.

Uncle Frank
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I’m currently looking into the whole abducted by aliens thing.

The way things have gone that will also, probably turn out to be real.

After that I’m going to hunt Bigfoot and then the abdominal
snowman.

Then I’m going to investigate Admiral Byrd’s tales of hollow
earth, accessed at the pole.

Albfuct
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The Alien thing...for sure.  I am surprised "They" have not
whipped that one out yet.
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Me too. They’re saving it for a special occasion.

Uncle Frank
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The coming Rapture of the Church will be blamed on Aliens.

Mark this post...

Insufficient Funds
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"Mark this post.."

Like.. with a number ? 

😈

Eyes Opened
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if you think "aliens" don`t exist, I suggest you read volume one
of dr. richard dolan`s "ufos and the national security state".

for starters, that is.

donkey_shot
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"

I live in Oregon and in 1981 I was less than 20 yards from Bigfoot
basically face to face. I do not drink, smoke pot, or do drugs. :)

Death
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I would believe you even if you did. I drink beer and have seen
and heard some interesting stuff out in the woods

cocoa2000
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When I’m finished with the alien thing I’ll give you a shout.

 

Just funin.

Albfuct
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Seriously...

But, in my life I have been tossed about by powers and
principalities among other type Angels (Good and Bad). So
it was a reckoning of sorts on which way I would go... They
talk without speaking hear without listening... 

Death
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are you going to bring him toilet paper?

kellys_eye

and then the abdominal snowman.
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go straight for the Flat Earth

IvorMcTin
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Intentional Genocide. We r gonna have to kill some folks.

F em all but 6
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Knocking of their competition before the pole shift/solar  kill shot.
Don’t look up!

ConAir
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If the pharma companies are indemnified by the government, who is
ultimately paying the compensation? What are the contract's they have
with the governments? 

below_Par
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I'll feel compensated when I see them swinging in the breeze.

Sergio1
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"

Yeah, good luck getting a doctor to even consider it the cause of anything
that could be deemed negative. They won’t put anything in writing. My mom
got shingles the day after the first, and had a stroke a week after the
second. The doctors don’t know what caused the stroke, as she had no
preexisting conditions, was 59yrs old at the time, ate healthy, not
overweight, etc… The only thing they know for certain is that it is in no way
the experimental gene therapy that she was coerced into taking. Unreal
experience, just mass psychosis. 

Commodus
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"

When the clot shots are tolerated and accepted by the public you are
assuring that this will all happen again. 

tolerance is the last gasp of a dying society. 

LarryC
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Tenderness leads to the gas chamber. walker Percy

https://epublications.marquette.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?
article=2009&context=lnq

HansSachs
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"

The US is not a civilized society or a humane one. In the US is all about
power and money. Nothing will change until politicians start appearing in the
bottom of lakes

You_Cant_Quit_Me
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Don't try and get my hopes up.

WilliamShatner
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“America has yet to financially assist a single claimant.”

Z Freedom
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You can thank the tiny-hats for that.

A r i s i n g
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Normally I would agree.  However, Trump is the one that gave them
immunity from being sued.

SassyPants
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It's called Fascism, the merger of state and corporate power. SEC,
FDA, CDC, etc leadership are all former employees of this corporate
power or beneficiaries of corporate funding/donations.

JoKe Biden
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"

All it will take is for ONE public 'happening' backed by the perps claim
that they 'did it to save the people'.  One.

After that, the rest of them will sh1t themselves and hide behind 24/7
protection until they realise that there's no safe space and that they'd
better start doing what the PEOPLE want and not what they're
told/bribed/blackmailed into doing.

kellys_eye

Nothing will change until politicians start appearing in the
bottom of lakes

#

#

36

1 week ago

"

if they offered me $1 million dollars right now for their clot shot I would say
no

IvorMcTin

#

#

17

1 week ago

"

NYC was giving out free fries at one point.

Garibaldi

#

#

24

1 week ago

"

obviously I would take it for that if they threw in a burger

IvorMcTin

#

#

2

1 week ago

"

A nice one with onion rings and two kinds of cheese.

Uncle Frank

#

#

1 week ago

"

Yeah, but imagine that one of those cheeses was smegma.....

This is, basically, what you were (not) told about the clot shot.

kellys_eye

#

#

1 week ago

"

you could have yourself a real good time for the remaining three to five
years of your life, though.

donkey_shot

#

#

31 1

1 week ago

"

I’m the youngest professor of a group of close friends who all retired just
before Covid. 

4 friends. All Covid Karen’s 

1. Afib
2. Stroke
3. heart attack - died after surgery
4. no issues

I have not seen any, and couldn’t attend the funeral Bc I’m a Pureblood
Plus. 

Cought Covid and recovered. Have antibody test to prove it. I have the
same “protection” any of them have without vaccine injury

Sad.

BinAnunnaki

#

#

17

1 week ago

"

Cheers mate! Wise that you stuck to your guns. A lot of my friend and
acquaintances now wish they had not got the clot shot  

A.S.K.

#

#

19 1

1 week ago

"

Thanks for that. I’ve seen this killer vaccine tear apart families. And it
didn’t even work. More died under Biden than Trump. 

BinAnunnaki

#

#

2

1 week ago

"

Wow, sorry to read that...sort of..

Choices have consequences...

Dash8

#

#

11

1 week ago

"

I am a villain Bc I wouldn’t get at least the first shot to be a
pallbearer.

I sent flowers tho.

BinAnunnaki

#

#

5 1

1 week ago

"

The herd does not like it very much when you won't die on cue w/
them.

Cult of the Sun

#

#

11

1 week ago

"

No one was one bit convinced when I said I feared a heart
attack more than Covid. Yet two of the four, good health for
their ages, got heart issues.

BinAnunnaki

#

#

1 week ago

"

I called my property owner's association a death cult at

Cult of the Sun
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3 1

I called my property owner's association a death cult at
some point during  4 years of gang stalking. They quit
stalking me when they realized someone (or something) was
stalking them.  They're mostly a flock of retired gov. workers
here, police & fire but we have other well paid private sector
occupations that were also duped.. 

The silence here is deafening.  They were all so cocky when
I arrived here... It's so ironic that the only person who
showed up to the vaxx site w/ a camera to document the
carnage was the one person they hated, but didn't know
why they hated him (mind control and ppl who don't use cell
phones vibrate differently than those that do- my theory).

#

#

17

1 week ago

"

I wake up every day so happy that I never succumbed to the peer
pressure and government.  My friends who got it?  They don't want to
talk about it anymore.  

 

They feel the darkness in their gut.

Vaxisdeadly
#

#

5

1 week ago

"

Ahmeexnal

AND STILL.....THEY VAXXXINATE THEIR KIDS.

#

#

2

1 week ago

"

You did not have covid, you had the flu.  The tests are fake.

Mile0

#

#

2

1 week ago

"

It's amazing, how hard some people find it to assimilate that.  The
PCR is not a diagnostic tool; it doesn't 'test' for anything.  

Lore

The tests are fake.

#

#

28

1 week ago

"

It’s only a problem if you took the shot. 

Mr_Frank_Waturi

#

#

24

1 week ago

"

My son and I did not take it and will be just fine. 
 

My wife took two doses. Fingers crossed!

Aspergers or Sociopath

#

#

16 2

1 week ago

"

I would divorce her, she will shed on you and make you sick

Farmerz

#

#

14

1 week ago

"

I am yet to come across a single study concluding safety to the
pureblood after intercourse with a jabbed. I’m still searching. I
actually broke up with my gf after she stupidly took the jab, to
avoid any risks. Imagine heart inflammation, liver inflammation,
infertility, clots, shingles, stroke, death? All because somebody
else poisoned themselves? Fck that. Mrna side-effects been
known for 25 years, it’s why it’s not given to livestock. 

russian_troll_farm

#

#

4

1 week ago

"

I had serious rashes all over my arms neck and groin area, in
addition had afib, had to have my heart reset, also dead tired
and shortness of breath. All this after taking my dad to the ER
after having jab reactions to his first moderna. I tested
negative through this event. SO, tell me what happened.... I
had to help him get out of the car and change his clothes and
such in the hospital cause he is very old. This lasted about 2
months then tapered off. Maybe it won't happen to you, but I
give the jabbed a wide path as much as I can. They are the
plague!

Farmerz

#

#

2 1

1 week ago

"

I’m not jabbed either, but right after my neighbor was
jabbed the first time he came over for coffee—chatted for
an hour. After he left it felt like my cells, marrow etc were on
a low hum/vibration and I felt a bit out-of-sorts.  I Took a six
day course of Ivermectin I had ordered a week prior. Felt
great after two days. 

Lightening

#

#

1 week ago

"

Shedding is real.  My son and I experienced
severe nosebleeds shortly after getting haircuts from a
barber who had just gotten his Pfizer.  I suspect that the
phenomenon tapers off after a matter of days or weeks.  (Dr.
Lee Merritt reported a similar experience after seeing a
patient in a confined examination room.)  The barber is
hanging on, but reports no appetite and looks terrible -
- seems to be aging rapidly, like 10 years in six months.  

Lore

#

#

3

1 week ago

"

Well it was given to livestock i.e. sheeple!

Allbuckenears

#

#

1 week ago

"

Two legged beasts aren't as valuable as four legged
livestock - (((The Tribe)))

HowdyDoody

#

#

1 week ago

"

Prolly too late for him...

Insufficient Funds

#

#

6 1

1 week ago

"

I would say youre definitely a sociopath

I am no expert but I dont think putting a plastic bag over the wifes
head and suffocating her will count as a vax injury and lead to
compensation 

IvorMcTin

#

#

1

PREMIUM 1 week ago

"

Sociopath. But then I assume your fingers are crossed to win the
clotshot lottery.

HansSachs

#

#

1 week ago

"

whats the issue with sociopaths?  delightful people, methinks.

creviceCaress

#

#

1 week ago

"

if she’s learned her lesson and not taking any more shots or
boosters get her on the FLCCC long Covid protocol and it will help
keep her viral load and shedding down and possibly help kickstart
her immune system with the ivermectin because one of its positive
side effects is attacking cancer and making it visible to the immune
system so I’m hoping for some people who took these shots that
shut off their anti-cancer immunity can be somewhat reawakened
using ivermectin.

I have no data to support its specific ability to undo clot shot
damage but since there are so many benefits and so few side
effects using horse paste, couldn’t hurt.

 

The immediate reduction and viral load will be a benefit because the
vaccines can actually prompt the vaccinated to Harbor and shed
much higher levels of spike protein virus.

 

good luck!

 

 

Blasphemer Extraordinaire

#

#

15

1 week ago

"

Like the hundreds of thousands in the military who were faced with
loss of their future compensation if they refused?  Or the hundreds of
thousands of others threatened with loss of income during a
depression if they refused?

t0mmyBerg

#

#

3

1 week ago

"

Children were taken from their parents over it.

Uncle Frank

#

#

8

1 week ago

"

The Truth Is ....

They Want To Call Me A Criminal.

Never Having Murdered  A Human Being.

Never Put A Plot Together...

Never Had A Real Thought Of Killing Another Human Being...

 

 

 

 

Truth Be Told....    Were Not Hunting Human Beings...    WERE
HUNTING YOU.....

Maxamillia

#

#

1 week ago

"

Pound of flesh time. 

the artist

#

#

26

1 week ago

"

My wife’s coworker had to rush to a major city today, her son is a division 1
basketball player for a major program, and they found blood clots on his
lungs. Wonder what that could be from? 

Millennial Falcon

#

#

1 11

1 week ago

"

Let us know because it could be many things.

PolarGibson

#

#

6

1 week ago

"

. . . so say doctors licensed by boards paid by vaccine makers.

alfredhorg

#

#

8

1 week ago

"

Yeah high school kids always get clots.

Farmerz

#

#

1

1 week ago

"

Yes, it could be that stick up your arse even..

Cult of the Sun

#

#

3

1 week ago

"

yeah, right. there`s a thing known as "mathematical probability". the
probability of a young athlete having blood clots in his lungs is next
to zero.

except if pfizer itself acknowledges that blood clotting is a major
"side-effect" of their mRNA "vaccine", that is.

except if he got an mRNA "vaccine" like thousands upon thousands
of young athletes all over the world that are currently experiencing
the same thing he is, that is.

"let us know", indeed.

donkey_shot

#

#

1 week ago

"

I will. He just had acl surgery, if you guys watch the ncaa tourney, he
was on a final four team, hurt his acl right before. The reason they
found the clots is because of all the medical and rehab he’s going
through post surgery…..it’s gotta be the shot man. It makes no
sense otherwise. My wife  didn’t even say anything when I asked
“how did he get those?” She knows what I’m implying. I feel horrible
for the kid. No way he plays his senior year. That’s a very serious
issue for an athlete coming off acl surgery. On his lungs? Natural
blood clots in a tall, big bodied  basketball player would likely be in
their legs, not their lungs. 

Millennial Falcon

#

#

26

1 week ago
 (Edited)

"

Why Is The CDC Hiding Excess Death Data?

The CDC says its in a software upgrade but in actuality they are censoring
damning data.  

On 7/6, the CDC removed 51,910 death records
(https://twitter.com/ethicalskeptic/status/1548039526131437574?s=21),
75% from Cancer/SADS.  On 7/13, 21,710 records were returned to
database with 30,200 still missing.  Data was inaccessible while “bodies
were buried” ie.-system upgrade.

 On 7/20, only 21,710 death records from 51,910 were returned.  “Non
Natural Cause” deaths spiked so much that the CDC stopped counting
them.  In fact,  cancer deaths (https://emeralddb3.substack.com/p/why-is-
the-cdc-hiding-excess-death) haven’t been added since week 50 of 2021.  

A chart (https://twitter.com/ethicalskeptic/status/1552379645986758658?
s=21) of the last 130 weeks of Cancer Deaths comparing actual to average
deaths over a 5 year period, shows this spike.  

Why did the CDC unpost
(https://twitter.com/ethicalskeptic/status/1552712623229132801?
s=21)/redact 29,050 non-covid deaths, 28,700 for ICD-10,Cancer/SADS
deaths, out of the 30,400 still missing as of 7/27 update? 6,571 ICD-10
codes are now removed.  

Ethical Skeptic on Twitter had said if they tried this he would catch them and
he did (https://twitter.com/ethicalskeptic/status/1548038217365999618?
s=21).

tyberious

#

#

21

1 week ago

"

They're hiding the data so that people will continue to get the cl0tshots
and kill themselves.

Especially if you're a white Christian. They want you culled. 

KyttenX

#

#

4

1 week ago

"

The CDC is in the vaccine business, totally conflicted, corrupt.

Tirion

#

#

23

1 week ago

"

They're safe. And effective! LOL!

HelenaH@ndbasket

#

#

5

1 week ago

"

to get you in to a coffin' before your time 

dosvydanya_freedomz

#

#

2

1 week ago

"

95% at that!

cocoa2000

#

#

2

1 week ago

"

So say the politicians who protect the vaccine makers from liability for
unsafe products.

alfredhorg

#

#

21

1 week ago
 (Edited)

"

What is the difference between people who took the lethal injection and the
pure bloods? 

My father reads the newspaper daily and watches the television "news".  He
insists on receiving all the injections and tried to convince the family to take
them.  

I cancelled my TV and newspaper subscriptions over six years ago, follow
news from specific alternative media, and listen to intelligent knowledge and
experience shared by commenters on Zerohedge. 

I will never take an injection, avoid hospitals, search medical advice
online, and avoid any Big Pharma witches brew. 

Shut down the government and corporate propaganda, and you will be
more happy and experience freedom.  

Enraged

#

#

7

1 week ago

"

propaganda was for a certain demographic susceptible to mass
formation  - the altered reality that was created  they feel comfortable
when they can get constant reinforcement from peer group and make a
decision based upon societal acceptance rather than rigorous analysis.

 

they dont belong to the future

OMIV

#

#

20

1 week ago

"

People won't feed their kids dairy but they'll inject them with permanently
altering unapproved mystery juice.

coletrickle45

#

#

4

1 week ago

"

Vegans are the most un-ironically shrill Karen’s 

BinAnunnaki

#

#

1 week ago

"

Not this one.

ThorAss

#

#

20

1 week ago

"

the same criminals that rigged the 2020 election, publicly said the shots
were “safe and effective.”

Perfidious Albion

#

#

4

PREMIUM 1 week ago

"

Some of the truest words ever written on ZeroHedge.

OlderCrow

#

#

1 week ago

"

"The showers are safe and effective" - every kapo in the

HowdyDoody
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"The showers are safe and effective" - every kapo in the
concentration camps.

#

#

20

1 week ago

"

So you were dumb enough to get a shot, after the US government went out
of their way to specifically exempt the manufacturers from liability related to
it? Sheesh.

AsmaBalzhityachin

#

#

20 2

1 week ago

"

Careful Men....

Huge Increase in Miscarriages Among Vaccinated Women

Vaccinated Women Are Now Lying About Their Vaccine status As More and
More Men See Them As Infertility Risk. Numerous stories of miscarriages
and still born births due to the vaccines have created a problem for
vaccinated women. Men, If you just want to get laid this is really not an
issue, but if you are interested in starting a family be aware

 

Oligarch #2
#

#
6

1 week ago

"

Put it in the prenup. "I have not been administered any _______-19
vaccine nor will I submit to any such tyranny. Failure to abide by the
terms of this clause shall result in ......"

Better stick in a clause regarding future medical innovations, too. God
knows what can happen.
 

Confucius Say

#

#

5

1 week ago

"

Yup. 82% in last study I read. 3 for 3 in my small circle of close
friends. 

russian_troll_farm

#

#

2

1 week ago

"

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YISflrh9LVA

below_Par

#

#

5

1 week ago

"

I don't think sex w/ the jabbed is a good idea at all.

Cult of the Sun

#

#

2

1 week ago

"

Unvaxed single friend developed thrombosis, pneumonia and a
stomach clot less than 30 days after an after bar car frolic. 
After he got out of the hospital for 3 days....he called and asked if i
was serious about it being an STD. 

It is. 

RIPS

Deathrips

#

#

1 week ago

"

anything that can be spread by injection can be spread by sexual
transmission because both of those can spread other viruses like
cancers HIV hepatitis etc.

 

theoretically any vaccinated individual will involuntarily inject or
infect an unvaccinated person with the mRNA spiked protein
packages so one should consider vaccine damaged people as
VAXX superspreaders, raising the chances that you will have your
organs damaged your DNA altered and your body forever
producing the spike protein as it ravages your immune system.

 

 

Blasphemer Extraordinaire

#

#

20

1 week ago

"

….but BILLIONS are sent to Ukraine. Doesn’t look like the US government
gives a toss for its owns citizens.

CapeWrath

#

#

12

1 week ago

"

Been a very, VERY long time since the US government cared about
anything other than the US government.

Bay Area Guy

#

#

3

1 week ago

"

We are nothing but cattle to them

F em all but 6

#

#

20 1

1 week ago

"

The psychopaths who forced people to choose between the Covid poison
vaccine and homelessness will pay eventually.

Here in Nuremberg trials 2.0 or in Hell.

Portal

#

#

6 1

1 week ago

"

Hell is not soon enough nor harsh enough.

LarryC

#

#

5 3

1 week ago

"

oh its harsh, believe me or better yet believe God and his word 

 

Luke 16:23 And in hell he lift up his eyes, being in torments, and
seeth Abraham afar off, and Lazarus in his bosom.

dosvydanya_freedomz

#

#

23

1 week ago

"

There will be no Nuremberg 2.0 trials. The modern system of moral
censorship presently in place was set in place immediately after the
trials at Nuremberg, which changed everything. The foundation of that
censorship is Zionism, which triumphed in WWII.

The Zionists are in control and are responsible for this vaccination
holocaust. They will not allow themselves to foisted on their own
Nuremberg petard.

Confucius Say

#

#

8

1 week ago

"

pretty much this!

dosvydanya_freedomz

#

#

1 week ago

"

Zelenko called them out and called it a poison death shot early on,
and they hated him for it.

 

that man is a national treasure and I will forever be grateful for his
protocol that helped our family, as for the rest of the chosen ones
there is no forgiveness for this premeditated act of biological war.

 

 

Blasphemer Extraordinaire

#

#

17

1 week ago

"

Side affects are rare? So rare, I know four people with ‘rare’ diseases, all
fully vaccinated, diagnosed since the first of the year.  Autoimmune disorder
that caused lower body paralysis, another that is causing kidney failure and
a transplant will be needed, and two elderly ladies with life threatening blood
disorders. Than there’s the 40 year old family friend who keeled over and
died while fishing, another who survived a widow-maker heart attack, both
with no prior health problems, and no family history of heart problems. A
nephew with a full body blood rash that comes and goes. Then toss in
family members with friends in their 40’s and early 50’s dying suddenly. All
had at least the first two shots, and I know that at least some of them were
boosted. Do I have proof it’s the vaccine? No, but let’s say I’m suspicious.

MathWins

#

#

2

1 week ago
 (Edited)

"

If it walks like a schmuck, is a quack doctor, and looks like a ghoul
from Poltergeist, it’s probably Fraudci or his spirit-cooking sister
Barbara Ferrer

A.S.K.

#

#

17

1 week ago

"

I know a couple, both made the, in hindsight for them, somewhat unwise
decision to get the jab at the same time. They got a dodgy batch, one got
myocarditis, the other pericarditis. Both are in their 30s and they have two
young children. Apparently, there were over 500 severe adverse reactions
from that batch alone. They struggled to get medical treatment, doctors
were not taking their injuries seriously and were denying it was related to the
jab even though they both got it within 24hrs of having the jab. They have
received no compensation that I am aware of, luckily for the mother she was
exempted from her next "booster", a fate that is not always shared amongst
people diagnosed with post jab myocarditis/pericarditis.

 

In the end, compensation will not be enough. The self appointed
"authorities" who pushed these measures must be punished in a way that all
people who even consider doing a similar thing for the next millennium or so
give pause. Hanged, drawn, quartered, broken on the wheel and the
remains gibbeted springs to mind. Those medieval punishments had a
purpose. If these people are not punished, they will not only not learn from
their errors, they will be emboldened to commit even more egregious
wrongs against people.

 

Anyone who forced people to take a medical treatment without free and
informed consent must be held to account. It does not even matter that the
coerced treatment turned out to be as harmful as it was, it is immoral and a
fundamental crime against the innate rights of people to force or in any way
coerce them to take a medical treatment of any sort, even an aspirin. ****
them, and **** Dan Andrews!

Frito

#

#

8

1 week ago

"

Hard to have "informed consent" when the CDC is colluding with
BigMedia and BigTech to censor anything counteracting their narrative.

Globalist Overlord

#

#

1

1 week ago

"

If schools and in freshman university basic human biology were
taught then people would not have been so ignorant. 
I graduated university decades ago, but five years ago took a year
long biology course. (Even though my BS is in Economics). 
As such, I knew right off not to get vaxed. 

Lightening

#

#

1 week ago

"

I'm not a biologist, I left school at 16y.o. to work in a factory with
my father... but at 64y.o. now, I knew not to take the poison
because I EDUCATED MYSELF!... (with a lot of help from this
place) ...

I also always knew what a woman was... 

🙄😏

Eyes Opened

#

#

1 week ago

"

Obtaining informed consent is down to the individual.  If you don't
ask questions you don't get answers.  If you ask questions and
don't like the answers, don't get the shot.

The first question I asked myself was "has this been fully tested"
and given it was developed and introduced in 'months' the answer
HAD to be no.

After that it was easy.

You can't get approval for an electric kettle design in under 2
years....... a vaccine though?

kellys_eye

#

#

17

1 week ago

"

Of course the US will not pay out for any injuries or deaths. All money is
already porked out for the next round of Ukraine armaments that Russia will
then confiscate. Go team America. /s

inkratas

#

#

16

1 week ago

"

If the medical treatment is exempt from liability you should run for your life.

snblitz

#

#

16

1 week ago

"

No,. but claims are being paid to people who raised the middle finger and
said, "no I am not taking your toxic vax" and then got unjustly fired.

 

NorthShore To Pay $10.3M In Class Action Over COVID-19 Vaccine
Mandate

Over 500 past and current NorthShore University HealthSystem staff with
religious exemptions to the coronavirus vaccine are set to get paid.

 

https://patch.com/illinois/evanston/northshore-pay-10-3m-class-action-
over-covid-19-vaccine-mandate

Rentier88

#

#

3

1 week ago

"

another source

https://lc.org/newsroom/details/080122-class-action-settlement-over-
shot-mandate-is-a-wakeup-call-1

Sensei CP3

#

#

1

1 week ago

"

While something is better than nothing, 20k per person is 2-5
months basics for discrimination and disgusting.

Deathrips

#

#

15 1

1 week ago

"

I demand compensation for having to live around jabbed zombies who also
microwave their own brains w/ their S.M.A.R.T. phones..  How has this 'not'
altered my life. I had to go live in the forest FFS.. .

Cult of the Sun

#

#

5

1 week ago

"

you have good smart phone signal in the forest

IvorMcTin

#

#

15

1 week ago

"

the shots are poison, they dont protect you from anything and causes
irreparable harm.

 

do NOT partake

dosvydanya_freedomz

#

#

13

1 week ago

"

they protect you from having a long healthy life

IvorMcTin

#

#

14

1 week ago

"

Typically,  it takes at least a decade for an American family to be
compensated for a vaccine caused death.  America is very corrupt and
backwards.  

d890okmnb

#

#

14

1 week ago

"

dumb Mofos. MRNA...changes your DNA. Do you really believe any human
is smart enough to go jacking around with your DNA. Most of them couldnt
even repair a faulty toaster.

Bogerman

#

#

13

1 week ago

"

For any sceptic, the Covid scam was easy to figure out by the first week in
March. Sadly, we had to suffer from the herd's Collectivism 

4medicinalpurposesonly

#

#

13 2

1 week ago

"

26 For what is a man profited, if he shall gain the whole world, and lose his
own soul? or what shall a man give in exchange for his soul?

-KJV 1611

Jasher

#

#

13

1 week ago

"

In Thailand the government has compensated the families of vaccine injured
or dead to the tune of $43,500,000 USD so far... Yet the government still
preaches to get the jabs and still lists the number of new "cases" and
deaths daily in the national newspaper... Go figure... 

Keyser

#

#

12 1

PREMIUM 1 week ago

"

Pureblood here.  I breathe deeply in crowds with no fear.  Trump won.

OlderCrow

#

#

9 1

1 week ago

"

Of course he won--by a landslide.  That's why the Left want him jailed.

KnitDame

#

#

5

1 week ago

"

Same here man. No fear at all.

cbxer55

#

#

3

1 week ago

"

Trump has turned into a supporter of vaccination

blumenthal

#

#

1

1 week ago

"

He has never supported mandatory jabs. They are not
vaccinations. 

Bay of Pigs

#

#

12

1 week ago

"

We don't want compensation.  We want PROSECUTION.

bkwaz4

#

#

1 week ago

"

And they never will.

And if you tell the life insurance company the deceased had the shot, they
will deny your claim under their experimental treatments clause, which is

KatLivesKatter
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will deny your claim under their experimental treatments clause, which is
why the families of all these people won't admit it.

#

#

12

1 week ago

"

Sorry we destroyed your life here take these coupons and go shopping..

Bill of Rights

#

#

12

1 week ago

"

The only compensation that will satisfy people if the WHO, CDC, FDA,
Health advisers and Heads, Ministers are all publicly executed for crimes
against humanity.

InfiniteGordian

#

#

12

1 week ago

"

Your alternative update on #COVID19 for 2022-08-01. Sydney, Oz: All new
COVID hospitalisations involve jabbed bar one. Pilots @ USA airline 300%
rise l/t disability (blog, gab, tweet).

PaperBear

#

#

12

1 week ago
 (Edited)

"

The Cutter Incident: How America's First Polio Vaccine Led to a Growing
Vaccine Crisis

Subsequent investigations revealed that the vaccine, manufactured by the
California-based family firm of Cutter Laboratories, had caused 40 000
cases of polio, leaving 200 children with varying degrees of paralysis
and killing 10.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1383764/

Actually, I met a doctor who worked at Bellevue City Hospital back in the
late 1950s and she said the incidence of injuries was much higher then the
"official numbers". Just like all the other numbers that come out of the
government (inflation rate, employment rate, etc), the offical numbers are
lies, and  the actual polio vaccine victim injuries are much higher then DC
reported.

Son of Loki

#

#

1

1 week ago

"

The Moth in the Iron Lung. Forrest Maready. Must read book. 

JiveTurkey01

#

#

11 8

1 week ago

"

Thanks to Donald Trump, big pharma in the USA got away with it.

 

Operation Warp Speed was the death sentence for millions of Americans
that took the deadly jab - or got permanently impaired by it. 

 

but he cool, since he got great stock on Moderna & big pharma ... 

 

BitchesBetterRecognize

#

#

9 7

1 week ago

"

Don't deflect, don't try to shift blame. Pant****ter and his 'mandates'
were the death sentence here. Trump was long gone before any of this
**** happened.

Ilikekale

#

#

11 4

1 week ago

"

Fvck you.  Trump never mandated the shot.  People were free to not
get it.

Biden and his gestapo on the other hand.....

CosmoJoe

#

#

11

1 week ago
 (Edited)

"

Despite the fact that we are constantly and consistently assured that COVID-
19 vaccines are safe, and that severe adverse reactions are “very rare”

Does 1,357,937 reports of adverse events and 29,790 deaths reported on
VAERS* sound "rare" to you?

https://openvaers.com/covid-data

* Obligatory disclaimer - everyone knows that VAERS is voluntary and wildly
under-reported. The true numbers could be 10-20x of those reported.

Globalist Overlord

#

#

13

1 week ago

"

170,000 hospitalizations.

Vaccine injury Still happening. Two weeks ago:

My GF’s aunt and uncle live in Beaver, UT - Central part of the state.
Small town. Wife had a stroke. In order to see her, husband had to get
jabbed. (She was jabbed before, he wasn’t).

So he did. Went home and had excruciating pain. Came back for tests.
Liver was inflamed. Given some meds and sent home.

We all know these stories…

Went back in worse pain. They tried to find him an ICU bed in St.
George, UT - all ICU beds full. Tried to life flight him to Vegas. No beds.
They had to go north to Ogden, Utah. Several hundred miles. No life
flights available and he died in the ambulance en route.

Why are all the ICU beds full? Not from Covid. There is a story there if
anyone still does investigative journalism 

 

BinAnunnaki

#

#

11 1

PREMIUM 1 week ago

"

Stop calling the jab a vaccine! You are destroying the reputation of real
vaccines.

It's a death jab. A Darwinian test.

LouTurks

#

#

5

1 week ago

"

No "vaccine" is needed or good for anyone.

Cult of the Sun

#

#

11

1 week ago

"

When the g0y finally wake up and realize that the juicebergers killed
grandma and grandpa and everyone else for that matter things will escalate
rapidly.  It’s going to be biblical!

Happy Ending

#

#

9

1 week ago
 (Edited)

"

If we had an somewhat honest msm none of this would have ever
happened and you are right its going to be epic.  Its a scamdemic of
gov and msm.

BlueLightning

#

#

6

1 week ago

"

they will never wake up. They will stay in denial and just die off. Just
like 911 and many other crimes

MICHAEL S

#

#

2

1 week ago

"

Yeah, the ego of most people is too much to admit that. Plus
wireless tech actually manipulates the ego centers of the brains as
well was programming ppl to be good consumers.  Then there is the
history of being delusional going w/ the m to the grave. We've all
seen it, 99 % are unable to change or have lost the ability to learn
new things. .. apparently.

Cult of the Sun

#

#

3

1 week ago

"

It will make opioids look like daily vitamins.

 

PolarGibson

#

#

4

PREMIUM 1 week ago

"

Whitch brings up the question: How come the homeless never got
it? 

LouTurks

#

#

4

1 week ago

"

They're exempt. Just like illegal aliens.

Detective Miller

#

#

1

1 week ago

"

And Bolshevik protestors 

BinAnunnaki

#

#

5

1 week ago

"

This was one of the 1st key evidence Covid was conflated

4medicinalpurposesonly

#

#

3

1 week ago

"

No way. They'll put their masks on and tell everyone to stay 6' away.
They're broken, all of them

4medicinalpurposesonly

#

#

11

1 week ago

"

I know so many people that took that shot because they "had" to.

I feel blessed to not have been in that position, so I won't judge the people
who got the shot in good faith.

But the people that gave it to them in bad faith should be held
accountable... 

Imma Draff

#

#

5 3

PREMIUM 1 week ago

"

No one "had too"  if your to weak to fend off peer pressure than its
your fault.

LouTurks

#

#

3

1 week ago

"

Thousands of people faced termination if they didn't submit to the
jab. My BIL was one.

Globalist Overlord

#

#

1

1 week ago

"

Your English is atrocious.  

Troll harder...

 

 

 

Imma Draff

#

#

11

1 week ago

"

mostly peaceful vaccinations

ikhan

#

#

11

1 week ago

"

The (((resistance))) to compensate is strong here. 

Farmerz

#

#

11

1 week ago

"

Whatever happened to domestic terrorist Ray Epps ?

Oligarch #2

#

#

1 week ago

"

New yawk times told me ray was just misunderstood. He didn’t really
say we go into the capitol. He said we don’t go in to the capitol.
Propaganda is fun. That Bernay s book is helpful. 

JiveTurkey01

#

#

11

1 week ago

"

TS will HTF. Just wait for it. They are killing people and don't care. In fact,
it's being covered up. Most people are so stupid that it takes a while for
them to catch up.

Indelible Scars

#

#

10

1 week ago

"

I'm a "pure blood."

I wouldn't take the shot so...

No longer employed (don't care), career over (don't care), living with family
(It's fine), but ... I'm in great health.

"remember speech here no free, me no comment in any manner to anger
god like mods, stay super safe everyone, me toe corporate line"

Eat Pie

#

#

10

PREMIUM 1 week ago

"

wonder how much of the reduction in work force participation is due to
vaccine injury and death.  

Simple.Jack

#

#

10

1 week ago

"

Safe and effective!  Safe and effective!  Repeat until you are dead.  Please
pay Pfizer before you die.

CosmoJoe

Not a Single Claim Compensated in United States

#

#

10

1 week ago

"

This is not a case of human diversity causing these effects.  It's a defective
product causing them.

Ironclaw

#

#

3

1 week ago

"

Correct.

The ****ers forgot every precaution known to man.

They need to pay.

 

Dash8

#

#

10

1 week ago

"

It an injection not a Vaccine..lets be clear.

Bill of Rights

#

#

8

1 week ago
 (Edited)

"

Clot Shot

Heart Dart

Stroke Poke

Slab Jab. Take one and end up on a morgue slab.

cbxer55

#

#

3

1 week ago

"

compulsory morality bio-enhancement

Nutzz

#

#

10

1 week ago

"

At least I can get the super paramagnetic nanoparticulate Israeli death jabs
administered by someone who doesn’t qualify to work at the dmv without
getting out of my car!

Happy Ending

#

#

10

1 week ago

"

the thought that billions around the world took the vaccine alone is
frightening

Frankie Wilde

#

#

4

1 week ago

"

And they just move on to the next distraction pushed by the
mockingbird media.  They're not gonna just walk away from this. 
There will be massive consequences for 6 billion jabbed with injections
lacking longterm safety studies, plain and simple.

Vaxisdeadly

#

#

10

PREMIUM 1 week ago

"

Just wait for the Monkeypox jab.  The covid jab may be designed to react
with it and really wreak havoc.

GoldHermit

#

#

1 week ago

"

I read that the buttpox injections also damage the heart like their c19
cousins...

Vaxisdeadly

#

#

9

PREMIUM 1 week ago

"

The Seventh Amendment to the U.S. Contitution grants citizens the right to
sue in Federal jury trials for any damages of over twenty dollars. People who
were injured or families of people killed from the vaccine should demand
trials based on the fact that the vaccine liability laws are unconstitutional.
The only way that their 7th Amendment rights can be denied is through a
Constitutional Amendment. Why doesn't a sharp legal team like the one that
made Monsanto pay for injuries from Roundup organize a class action
lawsuit to get damaged people Justice? 

jackesy

#

#

9

1 week ago

"

It's still being mandated for children under 5 after they've admitted it's a
gene altering therapy that provides no actual protection.

The cops are being mandated so understandably they're quitting.

Maybe someone could arrest someone instead, for premeditated murder. 
Just a suggestion...

NoBigDeal

#

#

9

1 week ago

"

No admission of injury in the US, but billions to Ukraine.  The citizens mean
absolutely nothing, just something to tax.

FreshCoastxSW

#

#

1 week ago
 (Edited)

"

It's clear the cult wants us dead, injured and infertile (both women and men).
Read a heartbreaking story of a newborn baby injured in the womb from the
toxcine who had her arm cut off right after birth. If the US wasn't the
oligarchs' base we would have been bombed long ago. The ruling cult is evil
and have to be taken out. It's a slow burn of menticide and genocide. The
USA is in the way of implementing a full blown global digital slavery state
like China. We are the last country standing via our courts. It's war. I would

InfiniteIntellRules
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9

like China. We are the last country standing via our courts. It's war. I would
rather die than consent. 

#

#

9 2

1 week ago

"

Earth humans are incarnated from a 12-strand DNA "blueprint" and from
there each develops their own uniqueness, physically, emotionally, mentally
and spiritually.

The idea that a once-size-fit-all ANYTHING would work is ludicrous. But
today's masses have purposely been kept in the dark about their biology,
history, and much more.

This is why the Native Americans said "if it harms one, it is no good for all."
Even they have been mind controlled program to forget their past and their
ancient wisdom.

If it comes from the government, run the other way. The EVIL is out in force
now trying hard to hold on to their hierarchical systems that enslave the
many.

But the force of light are winning. It will take time.

lawofone

#

#

8

1 week ago

"

Just imagine how differently it would have played out if Hydroxychloroquine
and Ivermectin had been given out freely instead of forcing everyone to take
the clot shot.  Fauci!  He has blood on his hands.  Shame!  He'll have to
answer for what he did at the Pearly Gates.

Do not accept the Mark of the Beast!  No CBDC, our freedoms will be gone
in a flash.  Do not accept chips implanted in your hand with your financial
and medical records.  Not on your cell phone, and (when that doesn't work
out), not on a chip implanted in your body.

 

KnitDame

#

#

8

1 week ago

"

It's almost as if no proper clinical trials and long term studies were done. I
wonder if people will remember this the next time medical establishment
tries to shove administrative psuedoscience down everybody's throat.

Mr. Schnitzel Face

#

#

4

1 week ago

"

I think we're in the age of invasion of the body snatchers..  Nothing in
the future will be like it was. Memories will be assigned to the borg
members. Old memories will be wiped.  Some human females will be
designed w/ 3 breasts.. etc. These people are mad. What we see is
just a speck of how twisted & deep it all goes.

Cult of the Sun

#

#

6

PREMIUM 1 week ago

"

The medical establishment and many doctors lost a ton of credibility.

OlderCrow

#

#

8

1 week ago

"

Possible long term side effects are totally unknown still. They basically beta
tested it on the entire world.

wick7

#

#

3

1 week ago

"

They are calling debilitating side effects “long Covid”

BinAnunnaki

#

#

1 week ago

"

Ahmeexnal

THE SIDE EFFECTS ARE FULLY KNOWN. 

"YOU HAVE TO GET THE CLOTSHOT IF YOU WANT TO
KNOW WHAT THE SIDE EFFECTS ARE!"

#

#

8

1 week ago

"

"No Financial Assistance for Americans Harmed by Vaccines"

You're on your own boy

Alfred_E_Newman

#

#

2

PREMIUM 1 week ago

"

Just keep telling them it's good until they die. Problem solved.

LouTurks

#

#

8

1 week ago

"

Steve Kirsch, a fierce Silicon Valley based invesigator, math wizard and
outspoken anti toxcine advocate offered $1 million to anyone willing to
debate him. No takers.

 

https://t.me/SteveKirsch/948

InfiniteIntellRules

#

#

8 1

STAFF PRO 1 week ago
 (Edited)

"

The biggest reason that the vaccine manufacturers are indemnified is
because the "vaccines" are classified as medical countermeasures in the
wake of a declared state of emergency. There's an injury fund for them but
all it does is cover medical expenses and caps any punitive damages at only
$50k. This was all enabled nearly 20 years ago.

In December 2005, President George W. Bush signed The Public Readiness
and Emergency Preparedness Act ("PREPA") into law. The passage of
PREPA was a huge victory for advocates of tort reform. In essence, the law
shields vaccine manufacturers from liability in the instance of a public health
emergency. That liability extends from the manufacturing and testing phases
of vaccine development to their actual administration. PREPA was touted as
a measure designed to increase the ability for the Department of Health and
Human Services ("DHHS") to effectively respond to everything from nuclear
and biological terrorism to pandemics. Whether COVID-19 is the former or
latter of those two circumstances is a subject for debate but in either
instance the protections offered under PREPA are the basis by which
vaccine manufacturers are afforded that liability until 2024.

PREPA followed in the footsteps of The National Childhood Vaccine Injury
Act ("NCVIA") passed during the Reagan Administration in 1986. NCVIA was
designed to shield vaccine manufacturers from liability from lawsuits filed by
injured recipients. The impetus of the act stemmed from concerns of the
available supply of DPT vaccines after several lawsuits resulted in
judgments against manufacturers which lead to them paying out large sums
to plaintiffs. NCVIA set up a no-fault system to compensate victims of
vaccinate-related injuries to provide them restitution without compromising
the profitability of the vaccine manufacturers to the point where it could
undermine the general interest of public health at large in the event
continued lawsuits led to a shortage of a particular vaccine.

The National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program ("VICP") was
established by NCVIA under the Office of the Special Masters of the U.S.
Court of Federal Claims. The program provided victims injured by vaccines
to file a petition before the court on behalf of themselves, a child, disabled
adult, or a deceased party. Petitions are vetted by the DHHS and presented
to a court-appointed special master who determines whether or not the
petitioner should receive compensation. In essence, the program is
designed to alleviate all parties affected by the petition of the cost of an
exhaustive legal process in an effort to not just shield manufacturers from
liability but streamline the process by which those injured by vaccines can
achieve financial restitution.

While much has been made of the scope of vaccine manufacturers being
shielded from liability beyond the scope of just COVID-19, there are indeed
adequate ways for injured recipients to be compensated. Since the
establishment of VICP in 1988, 24,538 petitions have been reportedly filed
year-to-date. 20,400 of those petitions have been adjudicated, yet the
program itself states that the typical time frame that this process takes can
be anywhere from 2 to 3 years. One factor behind the time it takes to
resolve claims is the constant increases of the amount of petitions filed.
Since 2016, over 1,100 petitions have been filed each year with 2,057 being
filed in FY 2021, the last full year of data available.

From 1988 to 2011, the highest amount of petitions given
compensation filed in a single year was 179. Since 2011, each year over 249
awards have been filed with over 500 per year being filed since 2015. 2020
and 2021 saw the ultimate and penultimate number of claims for a single
year being filed at 733 and 719 respectively. Of the adjudicated cases, VICP
has paid out a whopping $4.68 billion dollars in compensation. In 2021
alone, $208 million was paid out from 719 claims.

Despite the clear shortcomings of the federal government, there is an
obscure federal program which they can and should seek relief from: the
Countermeasures Injury Compensation Program ("CICP"). This
program operates in a similar manner to VICP but instead of covering FDA-
approved vaccines, CICP applies to vaccines, medications, devices, and
other items created as part of a pandemic response. In March 2020, DHHS
issued the COVID-19 PREP Act Declaration. This decree acknowledged
COVID-19 vaccines as a countermeasure covered under the CICP. Unlike
VICP, CICP claims come with problematic conditions. Claims filed under
CICP must be made within one year from the administration of the
countermeasure which a claimant asserts they were injured by. With the
long-term effects of COVID-19 vaccines administered under emergency use
authorizations unknown, injuries resulting from these countermeasures
would not be covered under the compensation program.

blueapples

#

#

8

1 week ago

"

Deep down the injected know that there is something bad lurking in them,
whether it be blood clots, ADE, cancer, etc, and the only comfort they take
in is comfort of adhering to societal, media-pushed peer pressure, and the
size of their fellow injected (vastly outnumbered us purebloods).

 

It's not that I want a massive die off to happen.  It's just that I KNOW it's
gonna happen and I wish we could just get this party started...

Vaxisdeadly

#

#

8

1 week ago

"

In the US they FORCED people to take it or lose their job.

But the drug companies have blanket exemption from liability for serious
reactions, death, etc.

Many people were permanently maimed or died and got ZERO
compensation.

So unbelievably wrong . . .

Jack of All Trades

#

#

8

1 week ago

"

The retards on Reddit have started shorting MRNA.   Karma is truly a biotch!

Happy Ending

#

#

8 1

1 week ago

"

The elites don't give a **** about common people, they're  busy stuffing their
corrupt pockets.

yerfej

#

#

1 4

1 week ago

"

you mean they don't give a **** about you

Physics Returns

#

#

1 week ago

"

You're pretending you'll make friends with elites when they hate
filthly little nothings like you. 

yerfej

#

#

3 1

1 week ago

"

Almost 83,000 you are ZH royalty !!

Woodenman

#

#

1 week ago

"

Its a lot of weight to carry around. 

yerfej

#

#

8 2

1 week ago

"

Whatever happened to the US capital police officer who murdered in cold
blood one completely unarmed protester,  white woman Ashli Babbitt who
posed ZERO threat to anyone ?

Oligarch #2

#

#

7

1 week ago

"

There is no justice in the Empire of Lies.

Confucius Say

#

#

4

1 week ago
 (Edited)

"

did he get compensation as well?

IvorMcTin

#

#

8

1 week ago

"

"...what else floats in water?" That's what this craziness reminds me of. I
went to vote in out primary today and the truck next to me was piled up high
with garbage. Yes, literal garbage. In the cab. The owner was wearing a
mask and used hand sanitizer after voting. If that vehicle was a house it
would be condemned and this guy votes. Let that sink in.

Indelible Scars

#

#

3 7

1 week ago

"

You voted too, birds of a feather.

RCMYSM

#

#

7

1 week ago

"

I am in the UK. My dad died two months ago. On Jan 15th he had the
COVID "Booster" and by Feb 8th was in hospital with Myocarditis,
Pericarditis, Sepsis, double pneumonia and an MI. He subsequently went on
to develop acute limb ischaemia cause by blood clots. Had he lived he
would have had to have his leg amputated.

 

In reading the notes from the vascular surgeon who diagnosed his
ischaemia and had written "health collapsed following Covid Booster", the
last doctor who treated my dad smirked and said "it has saved more than it
has killed".

 

A hospital doctor phoned me when filling out the death certificate to see
that I agreed with the circumstances. I asked that the causal link between
the Covid Booster and his illness be noted which she said she would do. It
never appeared on the death certificate.

 

I don't care about money but would take action against the NHS for what
they did to my dad if I knew how to. 

ShipFastship

#

#

3

1 week ago
 (Edited)

"

I would happily strangle this rat with their own stethoscope. These are
the exact people who have cheer leaded this, banged the drums and
led the drives for coercing people to be shot up with this muck. In my
eyes this person is guilty of murder, plain and simple.

Furthermore, this excuse for a human cannot support that statement
with raw imperical data. No such data exists, due to reality not being in
alignment with the nonsense that slithered forth from its filthy maw.

John Amery

.....the last doctor who treated my dad smirked and said "it has
saved more than it has killed".

#

#

4

1 week ago

"

My husband believes this too, that it has saved more than it has
killed. He can’t show me any evidence of it tho. I believe Moderna
killed my mom, but he got vax’d anyway, against my wishes.
Definite sore spot that never seems to heal. 

AimeeZH

#

#

3

1 week ago

"

 

I'm sorry to hear about your mother. If she was always a healthy
woman, chances are the modern shot may have killed her. My
father is in his 80's and is dealing with pancreatic cancer. Will not
entertain the idea that the covid shots could have done this to
him. He was always healthy his entire life. I'd never seen him with
a cold, flu, sniffle or any kind of sickness or infection, ever. Now
he has pancreatic cancer, just like that out of nowhere. Is a non
drinker, non smoker, eats well and has always been busy and
active.

It must be very difficult when you disagree with your husband on
an issue such as this. I've parted ways with many people who I
previously thought were friends. We simply cannot agree to
disagree about our views on covid, the "vaccines" and all that
has transpired over the past two and a half years. Although I have
lots of evidence to support my position, they appear to rely on
the mainstream which has been debunked over, and over and
over again.....

John Amery

#

#

3

1 week ago
 (Edited)

"

She was perfectly healthy, had just moved into an assisted
living apartment mainly for the companionship of the other
residents. She had friends there. The resident nurse talked her
into getting the jab, and a couple days later she had a stroke.
She died three months later. 

😢

I’ve lost friends over it too. Family abandoned me. It’s
heartbreaking, but I can’t just let it go. They’re going to do this
again. 

AimeeZH

#

#

2

1 week ago
 (Edited)

"

Sorry for your loss

ChildWifeAisha

#

#

1

1 week ago
 (Edited)

"

Omg. I'm so sorry for your loss. I often wonder what it would be like if
my parents were still alive, if they would listen to their black sheep
(only) son.  People should included the ages of the murdered.. if only
for a point of reference. I would publish that "doctor" 's name far &
wide.  I'd wear him or her the **** out..

Cult of the Sun

#

#

1 week ago

"

Sorry for your loss

challenge the death certificate. Fight them to recognise the vax,
formally complain about the doctor who did not put it on he death cert

do it for your dad

work the phones, record all calls (put on speaker phone and record on
your ipad)

ChildWifeAisha
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#

7

1 week ago

"

Thailand has paid out on 3,670 deaths from the vaccines as reported by the
Bangkok Post. How it wasn't worldwide news is incredible. An absolutely
corrupt and quisling media that should be in jail. 

TonTon
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#

1

1 week ago

"

Thailand went Full ****** on restrictions, quarantines and lockdowns as
well. Didn't help a bit. Finally opened up again this past month.

Bay of Pigs
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1

1 week ago

"

Every damn thing you said is abject ********. Thailand has masked
up, and vaxxed up like the rest of the world, but restrictions, lock
downs etc have been light compared to most. Thailand is loaded
with western tourists at the moment, and has been open since last
November. 

GlobalCtzn

#

#

1 week ago

"

My buddy lives there. He was arrested for not wearing a mask.
Nobody could get into that country without jab cards or
quarantines until July 1st, last month. The country had almost no
tourism for a year and a half. Ex pats? Yes. So Kindly piss off
******.

Bay of Pigs

#

#

7

1 week ago
 (Edited)

"

i didn't take that poison so i don't have to worry about not getting my injury
claim paid.  i wouldn't take that **** if they paid me $150,000 up front.

buzzsaw99

#

#

7

1 week ago

"

They played God while chasing $$$ and they F'd UP... The intricacies of the
cellular world is still a vast unknown...

Able Ape

#

#

7

1 week ago

"

"The shot was always meant to maim and kill, but it would have been worse
otherwise"

- Branch Covidian.

Hapte

#

#

7 1

1 week ago

"

The whole jab regimen was based on FRAUD.

FRAUD vitiates everything including Bush's bogus vaccine shield law.

Where are the lawsuits?

MrMoMoChaser

#

#

3

1 week ago

"

the lawyers are in to the CON

dosvydanya_freedomz

#

#

7 8

1 week ago

"

The Orange Mthrfkr Gave FULL IMMUNITY To His Vaccine
Manufacturers...

Wal-Mart Greeter

#

#

3 6

1 week ago

"

Frankenstein’s Monster: Did the Shot Kill Ivana?

From The Link:

"I never heard these words from Trump “This is an experiment, a
very dangerous experiment, take it at your own risk.”

Wal-Mart Greeter

#

#

2 6

1 week ago

"

Trump: MY VACCINES ARE SAFE AND EFFECTIVE!

Wal-Mart Greeter

#

#

7 4

1 week ago

"

Fock Trump. A loud mouth con man. We all got conned. 

CrazyOldMan
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#

5 2

1 week ago

"

You're right. You are crazy.

Confucius Say

#

#
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1 week ago

"

Yeah I can't forgive Trump for that one.

Vaxisdeadly
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#

6

1 week ago

"

Mark my words - in about another year life insurance companies will be
adding a surcharge penalty to the vaccinated 

BinAnunnaki

#

#

5

1 week ago

"

No, they will add it to everyone and blame it on "not Joe's inflation".

bkwaz4

#

#

6

1 week ago

"

It literally says “Spikevax” on the Moderna bottle. Kind of sends chills down
the spine. 

Mr. Apotheosis

#

#

5 1

1 week ago

"

I got a copy of the blank insert.  Just killing trees so they could put a
blank insert into a product should put them behind bars, that alone.

Cult of the Sun

#

#

6

1 week ago

"

Experimental gene therapies ARE NOT "vaccines" by any rational definition.

Therefore the BigPharma exemption from their bought-off pals in Congress
should be null and void.

Those damaged should be able to sue the pharma criminals at Pfizer,
Moderna, et al for the billions they are due for injuries and death.

Globalist Overlord
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#

1 week ago

"

should... there's that word again, should...

when the saxon began

#

#

6

1 week ago
 (Edited)

"

‘Norway compensated its first three victims in July of last year, a woman in
her 40s who died, as well as a man and a woman in their 30s who both
survived their vaccine injuries.’

This is a joke. There are people falling down dead every day as a result of
these Covid vaccines. Otherwise normally healthy people just keeling over
and kicking the bucket for no apparent reason. The death statistics bear this
out. Compensating 3 when there are deaths likely in the millions.. let’s talk
about compensation for hundreds of thousands, even millions. That will stop
these pharma death purveyors dead in their tracks when they have to pay
out trillions

A.S.K.

#

#

6

1 week ago

"

Is it really compensation when it's paid from the taxpayer? In reality, these
payouts are just a large tax return. Compensation would be at the very least
paid out by either the manufacturer of these vaccines, or the pockets of any
individual who was responsible for any coercive measures employed to get
these people to have the shot. If I had taken the shot and been significantly
injured from it, I would give away any compensation funds for the chance at
seeing one of these miserable puppet have their livelihoods permanenetly
stripped from them.

AusCon
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#

2

1 week ago

"

Kill Gates and friends should be paying.

BlueLightning
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#

6

1 week ago

"

Telegram has a "Died Suddenly" channel. It's shocking the numbers dying
daily. Here is the tragic posting of the baby boy (I originally wrote it was a
girl) who was injured in the womb requiring his arm cut off after birth. This is
attempted murder. All should be compensated though money can never
heal a broken heart. The world is ruled by war criminals and they must be
stopped.

https://t.me/died_suddenly/598

InfiniteIntellRules
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#
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1 week ago

"

No thanks.

PolarGibson

#

#

6

1 week ago

"

Don't take the shots.  Problem solved. 

Sprumford

#

#

6

1 week ago

"

Just read something not mentioned before.

Over 30k having vision and retina issues. 

So be on the look out for drivers going batchit crazy.....eeeeeerrrrrr.....

attah-boy-Luther

#

#

1 week ago

"

They are already due to brain fog.

I see at least one each time I drive (not much) and it is scary...

Maybe if they took ivermectin it would cure their (D)river blindness...

Booster 9/Tinfoil masker/GG500
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#

1 week ago

"

Saw a car engulfed in flames on the interstate here in flyover.  The
driver looked like a clot shot head..   Pretty sure that's him thanking
the fireman..

https://www.bitchute.com/video/OvPvRxfGIKu0/

Cult of the Sun
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6

1 week ago

"

The Australian government uses peoples tax to pay compensation (of
course multi billion $ corporations pay nothing)... up to a maximum $15,000.

 

"Good news Mr Beiber, though you can no longer use the left side of your
face here's $15,0000 to make you smile.... oh sorry".

.o0o.
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#

6

1 week ago

"

Oh, there will be compensation, just not the monetary kind.

flyonmywall

#

#

2

1 week ago

"

Vengeance is mine, saith the Lord. . . 

Jack of All Trades

#

#

5

1 week ago

"

just as an aside...

who is paying for the "vaccine" damage claims? the government, i.e. the
taxpayers, i.e. the damaged (and soon to be dying if "vaccinated")
themselves.

meanwhile...

all-cause mortality is up by 20% in all countries with the highest
"vaccination" rates. the rise in mortality runs precisely parallel to their
implementation of the  mRNA "vaccine" program: the cause is therefore
indisputable.

donkey_shot

#

#

5

1 week ago

"

The lab rats are safe until the human trails have been completed. 

Raider of the lost cause
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#

5

PREMIUM 1 week ago
 (Edited)

"

I don't ever fully trust their numbers but if this is true at all, University
educated and higher incomes are cowards and idiots.

On vaxxing children:

"Self-identified Republicans are three times as likely to be in the “definitely
not” camp versus Democrats (64% to 21%). About 15% of Democrat
parents have already gotten their under 5 babies at least one injection
versus 3% of Republicans. College graduates are 67% triple-vaxxed versus
only 40% of adults without college degrees. Income also plays a role, with
62% of households making over $90,000 being triple-vaxxed versus only
39% of households under $40,000."

"Zack Reilly: one-year-old British baby suffers in utero stroke, blood clots,
has arm amputated at 10 days old....He was diagnosed with a rare epilepsy
called infantile spasms. Said disorder is listed on Pfizer’s April 30, 2021
Post-Authorization Adverse Effect Event Report. Thus Pfizer has known this
could happen to unborn babies since at least that time....They also
discovered that Zack had a stroke in utero that caused brain damage.
Doctors don’t know if Zack will ever walk or talk."

Such a sad sick. World.

https://thecovidblog.com/2022/08/01/monday-digest-hospital-settles-
vaccine-mandate-case-one-year-old-babys-arm-amputated-and-8-more-
sudden-deaths-including-one-who-died-of-joy/
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5

1 week ago

"

"Even under the best testing conditions, rare reactions will be missed."

What about under the worst testing conditions?

the artist

#

#

5

1 week ago

"

The literal 'tip of the iceberg'....

Dash8

#

#

5

1 week ago

"

SADS = Vaxecuted = unknown causes

Will be the leading cause of death in two years 

BinAnunnaki

#

#

3

1 week ago

"

didnt a state in Canada announce last week the largest killer by 4x was
now labelled as unknown?

IvorMcTin

#

#

1

1 week ago

"

Yes. And even then the doctors dissemble the deaths are Covid
factored, not vaccine injured 

https://calgary.ctvnews.ca/deaths-with-unknown-causes-now-
alberta-s-top-killer-province-1.5975536

"We do expect that there will be deaths that aren’t directly related to
COVID, but indirectly related to COVID to occur after the diagnosis
in patients after the first month of infection," he said.

BinAnunnaki

#

#

5

1 week ago

"

Assistance awarded in free donuts and fries for life.

Spofforth's Flight

#

#

1

1 week ago

"

That you Bloomberg?

Insufficient Funds

#

#

5

1 week ago

"

Instead of compensation call it reparations and they would support it. 

all-priced-in

#

#

5

1 week ago

"

Much to the chagrin of many a Personal Injury Attorney ...

Verlorenes Geld

#

#

5 2

PREMIUM 1 week ago
 (Edited)

"

Vaccine derived polio has allegedly been found in water of NY. If it spreads it
won't be because somebody got one vaccination out of the country. It will
be because they intentionally introduced it.

"Officials last month said the Rockland County patient was unvaccinated,
and said the man was likely exposed to an individual who received a
vaccine that contains the weakened live virus....

Laboratory tests found the strain in the confirmed case was genetically
linked to one found in Israel, though that does not mean the patient had
travelled there, officials said. It was also linked to samples of the virus
in the United Kingdom....

suggests there may be others who are shedding the virus in their
stool....Officials say no new cases have been identified, and it is not yet
clear whether it is actively spreading..."

Israel, conspicuously dead center of everything and they think that provides
some kind of cover. Amazing...

https://www.sott.net/article/470576-Polio-detected-in-wastewater-of-New-
York-City-suburb-shares-genetic-links-to-virus-in-Israel-and-the-UK

Ms No
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#

4

PREMIUM 1 week ago

"

Show us the isolated purified sample, or you know the drill

South Pacific

#

#

3

1 week ago

"

I bet that polio was from the Hasidic community. 

DoubleDumpTruck

#

#

1 1

PREMIUM 1 week ago

"

What polio? show us by way of Kochs postulates criteria it exists

South Pacific

#

#

1 week ago
 (Edited)

"

I do NOT under any circumstance recommend the use of foreign
DNA or RNA for immune stimulation and unless to save life under
emergency measures would I recommend any type of
pharmaceutical drug therapy.  However, albeit Sars-Cov-2 has still
not been purified, isolated and replicated in vitro, polio has.

 

https://www.pnas.org/doi/pdf/10.1073/pnas.83.8.2330

The ability to produce large amounts of infectious poliovirus
RNA in vitro from cDNA clones will greatly facilitate studies
ofpoliovirus function and may also have practical advantages
in the production of seed virus for vaccines. The cloned gene
for T7 RNA polymerase provides a convenient and ample
source of this enzyme (8), so virtually unlimited amounts of
infectious or variant polio RNA can be produced in a highly
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2

infectious or variant polio RNA can be produced in a highly
reproducible manner. And the well-developed in vitro
mutagenesis and recombinant DNA technology should allow
construction of a wide variety of well-defined polio variants.

#

#

3

1 week ago

"

Lots of (((them))) in Rockland County ny

Pureblood1

#

#

3 2

PREMIUM 1 week ago

"

I don't think Israelis give live virus vaccine either. I think they are just
claiming firsties to stay ahead of things. It helps avoid suspicion
when they are *afflicted" first all the time, like with vaccine that has
spike protein Ashkenazi don't uptake.

Ms No
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#

4

1 week ago

"

In Kanada, the Governments paying out less than 2% of the injury claims.

First, you need a licensed Physician to support your claim that the empirical
evidence supports a Vaccine injury.

And thats where it all stops. They are all in it together.

3.14159

#

#

1 week ago

"

This allows them to fake the statistics and pretend the problem is
exceptionally rare, and immunizes them from claims that injuries are
not compensated. 

Faustus B.

#

#

1 week ago

"

Yup.  Pretty sure that as soon as a physician supports any claim, they
lose their license... so even if they wanted to help, satisfying one
requirement guarantees that the other cannot be satisfied... though it
would be interesting to dig in to some of the cases where people were
compensated and see what path they went.

Khanuck Rouge

First, you need a licensed Physician to support your claim...
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4

1 week ago
 (Edited)

"

the EU and US governments purchased 30-40% more doses than have
been used - all fast approaching their sell-by dates and not wanted or
needed anywhere else in the world since they target the original and extinct
virus

there are 350 million unused doses in the EU out of 900 million used

there are 186 million unused doses in the US out of 600 million used

total         536 million unused doses out of of 1.5 billion used

half a billion out of date doses at 25 bucks a pop - the odd 125 billion
dollars - how many more are on compulsory purchase order in secret
contracts arranged via email?

h/t hɛdʒ 5 hours ago "So, some govs payed some money. Now people now
have health problems or died because pharma/gov. Suppose that makes
everything okay again."

the people that pay are the people that got injured or lost loved ones. quite
the business model. create the misery and make the miserable pay for the
privilege.

hooligan2009
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1 week ago

"

". . . create the misery and make the miserable pay for the privilege."

Yes, that's the business model for government in general.  Has been
since 3500 B.C.

Faeriedust
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4

1 week ago

"

THE BUTCHERS BILL FOR PROPERLY COMPENSATING VICTIMS OF
FRAUD BY REGULATORY AGENCIES AND BIG PHARMA WOULD
BANKRUPT ALL WESTERN ECONOMIES

EU casualties from here:

76,253 Dead 6,033,218 Injured Recorded in Europe and USA Following
COVID Vaccines with 4,358 Fetal Deaths in U.S. - Vaccine Impact

46,618 killed by injections in the EU with 4,682,268 injuries (multiple per
person) half life changing from 909 million injections
here https://vaccinetracker.ecdc.europa.eu/public/extensions/COVID-
19/vaccine-tracker.html

US casualties here (scan to the US only column)

VAERS Summary for COVID-19 Vaccines through 7/22/2022 – VAERS
Analysis

13,805 killed by injections in the US with 848,094 injuries from 604 million
injections here: 

CDC COVID Data Tracker: Vaccinations in the US

note the 350 million unused doses in the EU and 186 million unused doses
in the US - the people know these are toxic.

2,207 dead and 1.5m injuries here for the UK COVID-19 Yellow Card Data |
UKColumn from 150m injections here: 

Vaccinations in the UK | Coronavirus in the UK (data.gov.uk)

there is no discussion of the UNDER-reporting factor of adverse events
anywhere (URF). in the US the Lazarus report estimated that less than one in
100 adverse events were reported. 

The Lazarus Report – Decoding the Deception
recent estimates are around one in 40 (2.5 times more than the historical
reporting level)

Determining the VAERS Under-Reporting Multiplier (healthimpactnews.com)

1.5 billion EU+US doses are one eighth those administered
globally. Coronavirus (COVID-19) Vaccinations - Our World in Data

so.. assume a URF of 40 and EU+US adverse events are proportionate to
global adverse events - multiply by 8.

multiply the combined EU+US deaths and injuries by 320 for the global
butchers bill SO FAR.

60,423 deaths and 5,530,362 injuries (multiple per person) times 320

19,3 million dead and 1.77 BILLION injuries SO FAR

were these deaths and injuries preventable with IVM and HCQ protocols?
80% chance here

 Ivermectin for COVID-19: real-time analysis of all 175 studies
(c19ivermectin.com)

was the scale of deaths and injuries KNOWN IN ADVANCE from the clinical
trials? YES

The COVID-19 Inoculations - More Harm Than Good FINAL Video & Print -
MoreHarm.pdf | DocDroid

see pages 11 for 24% adverse events in the injected group v 8% in the
placebo group and page 12 for 20 all cause mortality deaths in the injected
group v 14 in the placebo group. PRE-MEDITATED MURDER AND
ASSAULT.

this is evidence of UNSAFE rather than SAFE injections of gene modifiers.

now for effective, from here: Coronavirus Graphs: Worldwide Cases and
Deaths - Worldometer (worldometers.info)

before injection roll-out on 10 december 2020 - 70m cases and 1.7 million
deaths globally with covid19 present (deaths occurred in those with 2-6 co-
morbidities who had lived one-two years LONGER than life expectancy).

12.3 billion doses administered globally, later

after injection roll-out 584m cases and 6.4 million deaths.

the outcome of 12.3 billion doses = +514 million cases and +4.7 million
deaths - of which 80% could have been prevented with IVM/HCQ protocols
(plus another 80% of the 2020 deaths of 1.7m and 70m cases).

NOT effective.

at least TWENTY FIVE MILLION MURDERS AND 2.3 BILLION
INJURIES/INFECTIONS FROM 12.3 BILLION DOSES

hooligan2009
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#

2

1 week ago

"

assume an average of 30,000 bucks per claim for 2.3 billion
injuries/deaths.

total butchers bill for libtard science = 69 TRILLION BUCKS in 19
months

THAT IS SO FAR

the next round of trivalent injections will force more variants until the
OMEGA is hit - species ending.

 

hooligan2009
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1 week ago

"

Hundreds of thousands in the US and millions around the world have been
injured or killed by these jabs. There is no other logical and factual
explanation.

Bay of Pigs

#

#

1 week ago

"

Doesn't stop you from kissing trumpstein's arse tho, does it. You'll find
out soon enough what the real deal is, unless of course you're an
illegal occupier..

Cult of the Sun

pure blood = 7+3+9+5 + 2+3+6+6+4 = 45 (Full Reduction)
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1 week ago

"

Those are voluntary payments for compulsory injections. This stuff is blood
in the water for legal sharks, wait until the class action law suits kicks in and
they start victim recruitment programs, 1 type of negative reaction rare,
hundreds not so much, thousands, well you about to be screwed by a class
action law suit, hundreds of millions and then billions to be paid to the best
lawyers.

Those lawyers will also be able to force disclosure on the pharmaceutical
corporations and government, forcing them to prove why it was compulsory
and all the evidence exposed will prove the opposite, so totally and utterly
screwed.

Those class action law suits, one of the hottest investments around, huge
returns for those legal corporations, take no prisoners.

rtb61
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1 week ago
 (Edited)

"

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC9062939/

The COVID-19 pandemic is one of the most manipulated infectious disease
events in history, characterized by official lies in an unending stream lead by
government bureaucracies, medical associations, medical boards, the
media, and international agencies.[3,6,57] We have witnessed a long list of
unprecedented intrusions into medical practice, including attacks on
medical experts, destruction of medical careers among doctors refusing to
participate in killing their patients and a massive regimentation of health
care, led by non-qualified individuals with enormous wealth, power and
influence

 

BinAnunnaki
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4

1 week ago

"

It used to be that the annual flu Vaccine would protect against certain
strains that were projected for the following flu season. But in 2019, there
was a new focus. COVID. And now, one shot for 2020, 2021, 2022 and we
are deluded into thinking that it is a "vaccine" because the CDC Changed
the definition of "Vaccine" - even though by any historical standard, it is a
Gene Therapy at best. (or called a Biohack, clot shot, or death shot by
some)

And Fauci wonders why no one trust him. Why NO one trusts government. 

Raider of the lost cause
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"

https://openvaers.com/

Could hit 30k Murdered by jab in a week.

VAERS under reported by 40-100%

BinAnunnaki
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1 week ago

"

1% of VAERS adverse reactions and deaths are reported because the
forms are long and complicated.  And there are sections that MUST be
filled out by a licensed medical practitioner.

The numbers extrapolated are in the 10s of millions in the U.S. alone.

Perfidious Albion
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1 week ago

"

Why no financial assistance for US citizens harmed by covid vaccines?

The answer if pretty simple really. That would first require admittance that
the vaccines caused harm and Americans CAN'T HANDLE THE TRUTH!

PCShibai
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1 week ago

"

Big woopi. That is only a drop in the bucket at damages.

The main concern  should be the forcing of any vaccine on someone who
does not want it. If they are designed to protect then people taking vax
should not have anything to worry about regarding those who don't want
them.

If the vaccines really don't work like they are supposed to it is the vaccine
not working; NOT the un-vaxxed.

catmanpoo
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"

Money for losing someone to a vaccine you were stupid enough to take
without any proof of its validity?  They shouldn't get crap bc of their
ignorance and sheep like tendencies.  

Tuco_Salamanca
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1 week ago

"

That's awesome.  After the way they smugly called us "idiots" for refusing
the clot shot, they should be happy with their decisions.  

Mike Rotsch

As of July 1, 2022, not a single claim has been compensated by the
CICP.
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"

Damn, I'll never be able to make a Clotshot injury claim.

A r i s i n g
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"

Meanwhile, hundreds of thousands were murdered by the shots and millions
are severely injured. There has been full regulatory capture if the FDA and
CDC, and of course, Tedros the terrorist over at WHO is the CCP’s puppet.
The shots were primarily manufactured in China and shipped to
intermediaries to avoid making this fact obvious. I will never take these
shots or any other. I no longer trust medicine.

Anninnyc
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"

Pretty sure many people now feel this way!

Khanuck Rouge

I no longer trust medicine.
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1 week ago

"

MUST see … Aussie Doctor Hijacks The Australian Medical Association
Meeting, Where Fauci Was Making a Guest Appearance

He was tossed out but his statements were BANG on, this guy is brave and
he called out the Aussie failed doctors, slammed Fauci.

https://palexander.substack.com/p/must-see-aussie-doctor-hijacks-the?

AimeeZH
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"

He looked like a crazy person though, perhaps he could have tried to
sound rational in the Q&A (assuming there was one)

ChildWifeAisha
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"

😡

 FJB

AimeeZH
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"

I never caught something that didn't exist.

SubZero13
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"

if you get the vax you will catch it

IvorMcTin
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"

Snake bite will have similar effects.

SubZero13
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1 week ago

"

Can we put the people causing these injuries into jail?

Then we would end up paying out less over time.

snblitz
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1 week ago
 (Edited)

"

No one should be compensated for being dumb enough that take the
vaccine

Jibba
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3

PREMIUM 1 week ago

"

You are correct. But those who sold it to so many should pay. And not
with money.

LouTurks
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"

Last year 'breakthrough' infections were few and far between. Now the
same idiots who claimed this no longer mention this since the vaccines
don't prevent infection.

Today, vaxx injuries are called few and far between.

I see a pattern. 

HC-CZ
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"

The 'vaccine' lottery was a scam where young women with science degrees
mostly got the money, 'supposedly'..  They even lied about what degree one
of the big winners had. These awards are as fake as those lotteries.

 

Cult of the Sun
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Cult of the Sun
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"

Vicki Spit w/ the (soul) green hair & the masonic black & white garb.. lolz

ALL news is fake news.. if it's promoted by the juice..

deception = 4+5+3+5+7+2+9+6+5 = 46 (Full Reduction)

vicki spit = 4+9+3+2+9 + 1+7+9+2 = 46 (Full Reduction)

 

Vicki Spit was the first of a handful of people in the United Kingdom
to be awarded
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"

Look who got a calculator for christmas 

and still cant use it

IvorMcTin

#

#
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He's been in the sun too long... 

🙄

Eyes Opened
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#

3 1

1 week ago

"

 I call ******** on this article.

  Here's a few extra chocolate rations, now go away.

yn crx
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#
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1 week ago
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When you can't sue them, how do you get their quiet compensation? Or
those that get compensated aren't Americans?

reader2010

#

#
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1 week ago
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Excellent work from the .epoch times

again the only outlet covering

ChildWifeAisha
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American doctors (I don't know any international doctors) will bend over
backwards and crawl through their own legs to avoid admitting doing
ANYTHING wrong.  That of course goes triple when they're involved in trials
of a new "miracle drug" that has heavy backing from the pharmaceutical
giants.  They consume so much propaganda in their daily routine, that they
are thoroughly gaslighted and brainwashed.  Besides (in their minds), 1) the
patient is always exaggerating, 2) the patient is playing for drugs or
attention, and 3) the patient doesn't know anything, so they couldn't tell you
the truth if they tried.

The only solution for doctors is lawyers.  Lawyers, of course, are so arrogant
that they honestly believe they can learn enough to understand and criticize
the doctor's lifelong profession with six months of cramming.  They can't, of
course, but they have their uses.  Just engaging a lawyer will settle 90% of
medical disputes outright.  For the rest . . . make sure you have a GOOD
lawyer.  They aren't all of nearly the same caliber.

 

Faeriedust
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If we don't vaxx them we'll never know if it works.

absalom_hicks
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a million cases in the UK could bankrupt the country, even with our paltry
compensation scheme. And it could be ten time that yet.

Juche Tony
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"

How could people be so stupid as to line up for this poison? How could
people be so stupid as to believe that there ever was a pandemic? It is the
stupidity of these people that allowed all this to happen. I'm not going to
gloat and say that they got what they deserved. A lot of them I do feel
genuinely sorry for. All the politicians and "public health officials" who
pushed this poison need to be hanged, post haste.

Not all the deaths due to these kill shots will be exposed as "vaccine"
deaths, as many will appear to be totally unrelated. For example sudden and
aggressive cancers, as a result of the destruction of the lymphatic system
and the wiping out of ones immune system. The deaths will be of varying
types. What is certain is that we are now seeing a definite uptick in
excessive deaths, and it's predominately amongst the "vaccinated" 

African nations have had very little uptake for this poison. They might have
lower average IQ than Westerners and Asians, but one thing is for sure, they
have been burned by that murdering scum bag Gates. They're not
interested in the white mans cure for non existent ailments. I don't blame
them. It's a pity that we in the West didn't display the same amount of
derision and cynicism. Now millions will pay for that with their lives.

John Amery
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The people are not stupid and you are not smarter than them

people were afraid of covid because the media did not report the
actual risk of the disease was mainly for the over-70s and
morbidly obese

the people are used to vaccines that are safe and effective so they
assumed this would be the same

we are used to trusting vaccines because in the past they have been
tested properly

Media did nit report the failures of testing

so they didn’t know

and all the expert voices to warn them were censored by Zuckerberg,
government, corporate media, twitter etc

so they thought they were protecting themselves

ChildWifeAisha
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Any person who fell for the propaganda and believed it is absolutely
100% stupid. 

The media reported a story that did not align with reality in the
world. Which do you believe more, stories about reality, or your
experience of actual reality perceived through your senses?

Vaccines have been harming people for decades, especially
children, the rise in Autism is directly correlated with vaccination. 

Never before has a vaccine been forced upon a population using
such coercive and illegal tactics, not to mention unlawful and
unconstitutional means and methods. If this were truly a safe and
effective "vaccine" nobody would need to be forced or coerced.
That only shows desperation on the part of the people engaged
force and coercion.

Whether or not the media reported the truthfully on these so called
"vaccines" (which they are not) who would trust a product hastily
produced by a company that had to pay over 2 billion in fines for
fraud. Not to mention a novel and new type of "vaccine" never
before used on humans, and rushed through on an EUA for a virus
which has the same mortality as a seasonal flu. There were many,
many, many voices sounding the alarm. If those voices can reach
me, they can reach everybody else too. 

Zuckerberg, corporate media and twitter are not the only places to
get information. Millions of people around the world do not rely on
these odious misinformation outlets. The information to be properly
informed, or at least hugely skeptical is out there, and not at all
difficult to find.

 

John Amery
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Official data from German health insurance providers show that their
accountants paid 2,5 million treatments for patients seeking medical help
post the clot shot.

The numbers above are low balled by measures of 10s of 1000s.

walküre
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Fraud-Fauci and all his fellow Covid drug pushers swinging on the end of a
rope would be ample compensation for me.

adonisdemilo
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I'm a pure blood, but if I sustained some injury had I got the clot shot, to me
that's free-reign to grab a gun and start killing government officials right to
the grave.

CanadianPickles
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Ahmeexnal

"THEY WOULD HAVE DIED HARDER IF THEY HADN'T TAKEN
THE mRNA CLOTSHOT!"
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So, some govs payed some money. Now people now have health problems
or died because pharma/gov. Suppose that makes everything okay again.

hɛdʒ
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More people dying than being birthed 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u77qc2zBwC8

BinAnunnaki
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Obvious shill. 90k subs doesn't fly when you tell the truth. That smirk
says he has contempt for you.

Cult of the Sun
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Here is a lady with real jab remorse

https://www.bitchute.com/video/8auQLmziNynu/

 

 

 

Farmerz
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The insane clown posse has destroyed the entire medical system of
the USA.  As they intended.

Detective Miller
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Since there's no way to get a settlement I say get a case of Jabs and start
shooting up every Karen you can find.

Detective Miller
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"

MNRA Testimonies from victims and medical staff

https://odysee.com/@Commentator:e4/video_2022-03-16_13-10-03:9?
src=embed

Video length: 1hr. 37 mins.

Dammit Bobby
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Remember the proverb, "fool me once shame on you, fool me twice shame
on me" and stop getting toxins injected into your body.

https://odysee.com/@Truthspreader:3/Ch8v4TVL9yq0:b

Watch above video and pass it on. The Spacebusters folks did the legwork
and produced a topical look into virus and vaccine fraud.

gumtoo
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"

Not since the Sunday school of my childhood did I get to quote so
many Bible passages as when I wrote my religious exemption for work.
God is good.

Hapte
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Where is my money?!?!

I want free shlt too!!

Lowcash
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GIMME my stimmy LOL

dosvydanya_freedomz
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Let's make this new Pfizer ad go viral!

https://markcrispinmiller.substack.com/p/lets-make-this-new-pfizer-ad-go-
viral?

AimeeZH
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Few refunds 

Hogie
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The calvary isn’t coming on this one, sorry.  If you took the clot shot here in
the good old US of A, you’re in your own.  

are_we_there_yet
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this is just to give hope, not for the average vaxicaped.

sunra
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State sanctioned Merder @ 'WARP SPEED'.

🔪🔪

.

JOHNLGALT.
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Fauchi-ouchie reparations. 

Catchy.

FreshCoastxSW
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"

All this proves is that Americans are tougher than their foreign weakling
counterparts. No silly shot is going to harm a Merkin.

Stuck on Zero
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What is a ‘merkin’?

A.S.K.
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A merkin is a pubic wig. Merkins were worn by sex workers after
shaving their mons pubis, and are now used as decorative items,
erotic devices, or in films, by both men and women. The Oxford
Companion to the Body dates the origin of the pubic wig to the
1450s. Wikipedia

markovchainey
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Ahmeexnal

HOW DOES IT STAY IN PLACE? VELCRO?
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Look, we can't start compensating these folks right before we roll out
mandatory MoneyPox vaccines.

PaleoCon
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"

USA #1

Xof
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"Clot shot" is my favorite topic hands down

Hunter's best hooker
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First it's a trickle...then a flood.

Terrible Fed
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My vindication comes when the Canadian Red Cross puts out a notice
they are looking for uninjected, non contaminated blood. Thats the
sign that proves to me, beyond a reasonable doubt, the right choice
was made by tens of millions.

Until then, Its NOT safe, nor does it work. Still, 3 years and counting.

3.14159
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"Sudden and Unexpected" Hospital Staff Shortages All Over Canada

A new elephant no one wants to notice.

https://live2fightanotherday.substack.com/p/sudden-and-unexpected-
hospital-staff?

AimeeZH
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So basically, many hospital staff leaving because they don't want more
j@bs and don't want to deal with all the BS and theatre around this
crap.  However, the article DID NOT COMMENT on whether (and how
many) hospital staff had been LET GO due to REFUSAL of the j@b.

Just so people are aware, the various entities of the government in
Canada are trying frantically to find medically trained personnel from
overseas and bring them in, and also, trying to find ways to force the
medical boards to accept the credentials, whether legitimate /
equivalent or not.

So, one interpretation is that Canada is replacing all medical personnel
that do not comply with whomever they can find from around the world
that can even pretend to be medically trained.

Another interpretation is that Canada abused its medical personnel to
such a degree that they are all quitting, needing replacements from

Khanuck Rouge
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1

such a degree that they are all quitting, needing replacements from
around the world.

Either way, many highly trained Canadians are no longer working in
their trained profession, and are being replaced with anyone that can
still fog a mirror.

Key takeaways:

1) Beware the Canadian medical system

2) Beware being pushed out of your profession/career for non-
compliance
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"

1. Young and healthy
2. Young and vaxxed and compensated

What would you chose?

Right.of.stareoS
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My soul has no price.

Cult of the Sun
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Not even Joe Biden will be compensated for the permanent brain damage.

Crush the cube
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Nothing to see here.

Dont ask about numbers and a % of a nations population...

Find out in 75 years...

 

A_Huxley
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The U.S., leading from behind as usual. Embarrassing. 

Habeebespurt
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https://librti.com/uninformed-consent#dpr

#StoptheShots

#vaccineinjuries 

Jamesf1010
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As of December 31st, 2021, Singapore had paid out about $1.3 million SGD
to 296 patients.  Two got the cap of $225,000 SGD.

Bay Area Guy
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https://t.me/childcovidvaccineinjuriesuk/1930

InfiniteIntellRules
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If only the bulk of these payouts ruined Big Pharma. Alas.

maniac_nv
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compensated by the governments not the manufacturers 

IvorMcTin
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